SOME INTERESTING OBSERVATIONS ON CHIMALPAHIN 
BY USE OF HIS DIFERENTES HISTORIAS ORIGINALES

S. A. D. MESSIAEN

-Had it been another time or another place, 
Chimalpahin might not have been quite so successful


ix acatl xihuitl —1579— Ypan in y n ipon yc xvi mani metzli mayo, martes, ye yohua yohualnepanila yohualli xellihui yn otlacat yn Domingo Francisco de Sanct Anton Chimalpayn Cuauhtlehuaniitzin, yn ineoneuh yn inpiltzin Juan Augustin Yxpintzin yhuan Maria Jeronima Xiuhtoztzin, huehue Chichimeca pipiltin, Tzacualtitlan Tenanco Chalco, ...1

The year 9-Reed -1579- Then was born on the 26th of May, on a Tuesday; it was already midnight, in the middle of the night, when the night was splitting, Domingo Francisco de San Anton Chimalpahin Quauhtlehuaniitzin, the beloved son, the beloved child of Juan Augustin Ixpintzin and of Maria Jeronima Xiuhtoztzin, old Chichimecan nobility, at Tzacualtitlan Tenanco Chalco.

In this way Domingo Francisco de San Antón Muñón Chimalpahin Quauhtlehuaniitzin, as this is his full official name, claims a small role in his historical work Diferentes Historias Originales,2 a title which -like it is in most of the cases concerning pre- and post-Hispanic sources— has been assigned much later. The out and out Indian, whose shorter name, Chimalpahin,3 is the more well-known version in the scientific arena, forms together with Fernando de Alva Ixtlilxóchitl and Alvarado Tezozómoc the party-colored historian's trio. At the end of the sixteenth and the beginning of the seventeenth century, they put on pa-

2 Schroeder, 1991:20. He is the only known Nahua historian of his time who signed his work and gave it authenticity
3 Lehmann & Kutscher, 1958: XI claim that Bustamante and Terneaux-Compans corrupt Chimalpahin's name. Bustamante calls him Don Juan Bautista Muñón Chimalpahin Quauhtlehuaniitzin, while Terneaux-Compans speaks of Don Juan Bautista Muñós Chimalpahin Quauhtlehuaniitzin.
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per their own historical version of their proper altepetl and it’s relation with the great Aztecs.

Before this had to come, Chimalpahin spent the first years of his life in his native city. On the one hand, the Dominicans of the Amecameca monastery will have supplied him with the European minded religious and linguistic education. On the other hand, his parents and especially some elder villagers, the famous huehuetque, will have taught him the old Meso-American traditions like calendar, language, the reading and writing of the old pictographic signs (or what was left of them). The result was a unique cultural knowledge métissage, by which old know-how was reproduced or kept by use of new techniques.

Probably at the age of fourteen, he moved to Mexico-City. On Tuesday the 5th of October 1593 he entered the San Antonio Abad monastery at Xollocó and he was appointed as a donado or a fiscal in 1595. He devoted himself to the religious service of the San Antonio Abad chapter. He describes his function in the following terms:

...auh mazo neli shui yn amo ymacehual ylhuil ytenquiuhiti in quimocuialhui yn yteopcaltzin in isancta yglesiatzin in cenquizca yxtiloni mahuiztiloni in mocenquizca centlamachtianin hueycan ciudad México Tenochtitlan, ym oncan omohuapaz ytequiuhiti ymamal mochihua ynic quitta quimocuialhui ynmoteneuh yteopcaltzin ysanctayglesiatzin sancto in ye ysquicha cempohuall on chicuacen xhiuitl axcan yspanin ticate xhiuitl de 1620.

And although [Chimalpahin] did not disserve it that it would be his task to take care of the temple and the sacred Church of the most honored and respectful very learned great priest San Antonio Abad in the great and lovely city of Mexico Tenochtitlan, where he grew up; it became his task and duty to look after and to take care for the foresaid temple and sacred Church of the saint for 26 years until the present year 1620.

Driven by the interest to rescue from oblivition the history of his beloved native land from, Chimalpahin consulted different amoxtli or

---

4 Schroeder, 1991:20 & Romero Galván, 1983:18. I consider that Chimalpahin was already acquainted with the Spanish language in Amecameca. See Ricard, 1933:339: jamais en dépit des ordres formels de la Couronne, ils n’accepteront d’enseigner le castillan, si ce n’est à une élite: l’enseignement purement indigène, et, pour remédier à la multiplicité des langues, les religieux se contentèrent de répandre la connaissance du principal idiomé indigène: le nahuatl. On the one side a lack of good Spanish would not lead to an appointment as donado or fiscal at San Antonio Abad. On the other side, Chimalpahin can be reckoned to the local upperclass of his town, meaning that an education of a certain degree was spent on behalf of the boy.


native codices treating about the history of the home Lands. Like this he wrote in Nahuatl his Diario or a diary, a summary of short facts dealing with the period between 1589-1615 and the already mentioned Diferentes Historias Originales, a native history starting in 50 AD till 1612, divided into eight Relaciones. Assimilated in his Relaciones there is the Memorial breve acerca de la fundación de Culhuacan. Chimalpahin’s work does not only contain information about the history of Chalco and Amaquemecan, but also about the different manors and kingdoms on the central plateau. According to Zimmermann, Chimalpahin started collecting data from 1608 on and wrote the Relaciones between 1620 and 1651. Following Romero Galván, Chimalpahin’s sixth relación would be written in 1612, his seventh in 1629 and the eighth 1620, while he claims Chimalpahin started collecting data already in 1608. Castillo presumes that Chimalpahin started already preparing his accounts from 1606 on. For myself I do have a strong preference for Castillo’s opinion. It was the year in which Enrico Martínez’s Repertorio de los Tiempos Modernos was edited, a book often used by Chimalpahin as we will see. It looks to me as if this book was probably a strong motive to put the native history within the European frame of world history. The major part of his Relaciones should have been ready around 1620. Chimalpahin’s Diario stops on 14th October 1615. In Mexico-City his status must have been quite low, although he was part of the intellectual elite. But Chimalpahin’s status paled before Ixtlilxóchitl’s or Tezozómoc’s social backgrounds. Chimalpahin himself claimed to have a certain noble descent, but the lack of the

8 Zimmermann, 1963-1965: 1, VIII.
9 Romero Galván, 1983: 22.
13 Castillo, 1991: XXVI. Another important argument for Castillo is next to Martínez’s book the edition of the Sermonario en lengua mexicana by Juan Bautista, which Chimalpahin uses as a source in his diary. Castillo, 1991: XXVII suspects that the unexpected historical digression at the 1608 entry is linked to the oration held by Fernando de Alva Ixtlilxóchitl before the Indians of Otumba in the same year.
14 Schroeder, 1991: 224-225, note 17 notices that Chimalpahin makes use of the word axcan (now) in reference to the year 1620. See Zimmermann, 1963-1965: 1, 151, 153, 16 & Mengin, 1949-1952: ff. 232r. & 234v. In ref. 11 there is yet another reference, but this time to the year 1631, see Zimmermann, 1963-1965: 1, 49-50, 54-8 & Mengin, 1949-1952: f. 61 r. & Castillo, 1991: XXVIII: Finalmente, por alusiones del propio Chimalpahin podemos inferir, con bastante certidumbre, que la 8a Relación fue comenzada, o tal vez redactada en su totalidad, durante 1620, que para 1629 escribía las primeras páginas de la 7a Relación, y que en el transcurso de 1631 completó los últimos folios del Memorial breve.
honorable titles (like don or doña) is sufficient to presume that Chimalpahin was not the social equal of the two other historians.\(^{16}\)

Chimalpahin did not earn his living with history writing, but there are some strong suppositions that he made a living by copying texts.\(^{17}\)

Concerning his date of death, Boban, one of the first French americanists,\(^{18}\) claims Chimalpahin died in 1660. The last absolute date we know something from Chimalpahin is 1631.\(^{19}\) In 1631 he mentions the death of two of his uncles, don Diego Josepo Hernández and Don Cristóbal de Castañeda. This is his lastest dated entry.

During a former research,\(^{20}\) I have deepened myself into the sources linked to the Diferentes Historias Originales. The opinion O'Gorman shared for the sources used by Ixtlilxóchitl, is also applicable for these used by Chimalpahin:

\[\text{El esclarecimiento de las fuentes utilizadas por Alva Ixtlilxóchitl no es sino una parte del problema general a ese mismo respecto ofrece el conjunto de textos de la época colonial que tratan de la historia de México.}\(^{21}\)

I concluded that Chimalpahin, as a compilator and an author, had used a great amount of sources. Most of them were of native origin. The total of Chimalpahin's sources was divided into four categories, which are mentioned hereafter.

\(^{16}\) Schroeder, 1991: 7-10. Although his grandparents were part of the old native nobility, the blue blood was partially evaporated out of his body (Tezozómoc). The double Spanish Christian name and the lack of a Spanish last name are good examples for this. Also the lack of political tradition within the family points to this (Ixtlilxóchitl). Romero Galván, 1983: 17 estimates Chimalpahin could have a higher social position than expected through his name.

\(^{17}\) Anderson; Schroeder & Ruwet, 1997: t. 7-8.

\(^{18}\) Boban, 1891: II, 163. Boban has never mentioned the source for his claim Chimalpahin died in 1660. Mengin, 1949-1952: t. 15 copies this without any critique. According to Romero Galván, 1983: 17 there are some clues Chimalpahin might have died in 1660, but is silent about the various clues. *Aunque se desconoce la fecha precisa de su muerte, hay indicios [?] que permiten afirmar que esta ocurrió hasta 1660, en la ciudad de México,...* Zimmermann, 1963-1965: t. 12 puts some questions (unverbürgt) around 1660. Illustrative for the mainenance of this misconcept is the classification used by the Library of Congress, which also states that Chimalpahin died in 1660 (Anderson, Schroeder, & Ruwet, 1997).


\(^{20}\) See Messiaen, 1999: 37-96.

\(^{21}\) Ixtlilxóchitl, 1975: t. 47.
### Sources Used for the Relaciones

#### Historical Sources
1. **Mexican Sources**
   1. Spanish written sources from Mexico
      - Alonso de Molina
      - Enrico Martínez
      - Juan de Torquemada
      - Diego Durán
      - Juan de Tovar
      - Jerónimo de Mendieta
   2. Colonial Nahuatl sources
      - Bernardino de Sahagún
      - Cristóbal del Castillo
      - Annals of Quauhtitlan
      - Hernando de Alvarado Tezozómoc
      - Codex Aubin
      - Gabriel de Ayala
   3. Prehispanic Nahuatl sources
      - Native annals (at least 9 different ones)
      - Huehuetlahtolli
   4. Informants

#### Religious-Educative Sources
2. **Religious-Biblical Sources**
   - Martyrologium Romanum
   - Apocryph fragments
   - Book of Genesis
   - Book of Wisdom

#### Sources Found in the Primera Relación

### New Spain

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Spain</strong></th>
<th><strong>Europe</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maritime transit from Antwerp, Cadiz, Lisbon, etc.</td>
<td>+ smuggler</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Spanish Sources
- López de Gómara
- Petrus Comestor

#### Antique Sources
1. **Humanistic editions**
   - Flavius Josephus
   - Ovid
   - Marcus Antonius Sabellicus
   - Coelius Rhodiginus
   - Baptista Ignatius
   - Sófocles
   - Plato
2. **Ecclesiastical editions**
   - Augustine
   - Eusebius of Caesarea
   - Firmanus Lactantius
   - Rupert von Deutz
   - John of Damascus
   - Thomas of Aquino
   - Saint Dionysius

* = sources found in the primera relación.
The scheme containing Chimalpahin’s historical sources is of course not complete yet. We did our best to incude as many sources

To illustrate Chimalpahin used other sources, we give here two examples. The first example illustrates the different sources he must have used in reproducing the Babylonian confusion of tongues or to show that there were different versions in the beginning of the 17th century.

When the language of the people [of Babel] changed, it was divided, it was divided in this way, that there appeared there new languages. ... An important clue is the number of new languages. According to Simon this number was coming from the Annals of the Greek author Alexandros Eutyches, who claimed that the tower of Babel was built by 72 men. Gen. 11, 6-7 nowhere states a number of languages. Same story with Eutyches, where we found nothing of this matter:

Another example treats the fall of Jerusalem. The most intriguing matter here is that Chimalpahin claims this happened in 73, while the fall really took place in 70. Around 73 there was only the fall of the last Zealot fort of Masada. But there is also some discussion about this date. May be his correlation error, 75 in stead of 70, was provoked by another source.

It was then, when Vespasian, who took revenge for the Christ’s death killed by the Jews on the cross, by destroying Jerusalem. It was at that moment already 41 years ago since the death of our Lord God in Jerusalem, when [the city] was destroyed.

Simon referred in ref. VII in a note to the Jewish Antiquities by Flavius Josephus. But Flavius Josephus writes in his Jewish Antiquities only some small matters about the fall of Jerusalem: gen. 11, 6-7: Arad Jahwe said: “See, they are one people, they have the same language. And this is only the beginning of their doing; later we will not be able to stop them what they intend to do. Well then, let us descend and confuse their language, so no one can understand the language of his fellow.”

---

a Zimmermann, 1963-1965: II, 160, 41-43. Gen. 11, 6-7: Arad Jahwe said: “See, they are one people, they have the same language. And this is only the beginning of their doing; later we will not be able to stop them what they intend to do. Well then, let us descend and confuse their language, so no one can understand the language of his fellow.”

---
as we could recognize. The scheme is divided horizontally into sources present or written in New-Spain on the one hand and sources with European origins on the other, which were shipped legally or illegally

Now the number of those who occupied the high priestship at the time of Herod till the day on which Titus conquered the temple and the city and put it flames, was 28 in total, it covered a period of 107 years.

Flavius Josephus writes in another work The Jewish War, that the fall of Jerusalem took place on September 26, 70 AD by Titus, son of Vespasian. As mentioned already above Chimalpahin could have used Flavius Josephus as a source. But from this citation we can see that he didn't use it for this entry, but he must have used another source. Fact is that Chimalpahin puts the fall of Jerusalem in 73 AD instead of 70 AD and that he relates this fall to the death of Christ. We suspect that he has filtered his information out of a Christian inspired source.

Two other sources, Alexandros Eutyches and William of Tyre, can be interpreted as if the fall of Jerusalem took place in 73 AD or later. Eutyches writes about it as following:

[69 AD] He (Vespasian) had two sons; he sent the one to the Land of the Barbarians; he conquered them (the Barbarians) in the West. He killed them and the destroyed them; the other, with the name of Tifus, he sent him to the holy city (Jerusalem). He besieged the city for two years [69-70 AD], so that those who lived in the holy city starved and died; [...] He destroyed the city and the temple and put it in flames. The number of killed persons consisted of three thousand thousand (three million).

Some people escaped to Sam (Syria), Egypt and to Gor (Persia). When the Christians, who had fled the Jews at that time, heard that Titus had destroyed the holy city and had killed the Jews, they returned to the ruins of the holy city and lived there again. They built a church and named a second [new] bishop with the name Simon, son of Cleopas. This one was the brother of Joseph, who had clothed Our Lord Christ. This happened in the fourth year of the government of Vespasian. [73 AD]

The same scenario can be found within the book of William of Tyre. It is even remarkable that he also based his book on Flavius Josephus's Jewish War. In the particular passage by Flavius Josephus the reader has to make some counts, before he can understand that the fall took place in 70 AD. May be it is possible that William has miscounted himself.

Postea vero regnante filio eius Salomone dicta est Ierosolima quasi Ierusalem Salomonis. Hanc ut referent egyptiaci scriptores et illustres historiographi Egiippus et Iosephus, Judeorum id exigentibus meritis quadragésimo secundo post passiones domini anno Titus Vespasiani filius, Romanorum magnificus princeps, obsedidit, obsessam expugnavit et expugnatum desexit funditus, ita ut tuisa verbum domini non remaneret in ea lapsus super lapides.

Afterwards at the time of the government of his son Solomon, Jerusalem was called Salomon's Jerusalem. The city was called Jerusalem, it is to this city that refers Greek authors and famous historians as Egippio or Josephus. Titus, magnificent ruler of the Romans, son of Vespasian, besieged [Jerusalem], conquered the besiegers because of the revenging guilt of the Jews 42 years after the lord's suffering [74/75 AD] and drove away totally the conquerants and in conformity with God's word there was no stone left there.

If Chimalpahin has used one of these two sources, is doubtful. Eutyches's work had only a small reputation in Spain. The work of William of Tyre was better known in the Middle Ages and was well spread. Chimalpahin could have used copies of this work. But still it is impossible to prove a relation between these two. This is only to illustrate how difficult it is to make and prove relations between authors.

1 Flavius Josephus, The Jewish Wars. Cambridge (Mass.) - London 1961-1967 book VI, 407 writes that the fall of Jerusalem took place on the eighth day of the month Gorpiaeus, which corresponds to September 26, 70 AD.


l Tyre, Guillaume de. Chronique. Corpus Christianorum Continuatio Mediaevalis 68. Turnhout, 1986, 1, chap. 8, § 2, r. 16-23.
to New-Spain. Vertically one can make a difference between the historical sources and religious-educative sources.

We could not classify all these sources *stricto sensu* in these coarse categories. For instance, the *Vocabulary* by fray Alonso de Molina seems to be more an educative source than a historical one. Though we have put the book into the historical category, because Molina is a part of the group of writers like Torquemada, Mendieta and Tovar influenced by the same historiographic environment. Another exception is Petrus Comestor. His *Historia Scholastica* was only edited in the Spanish language in 1699, but as it will be shown further one, there were at the time of Chimalpahin Spanish manuscripts and compilations circulating.

The manner under which the sources are ranged, might inform us about the importance Chimalpahin attached to his sources. One can recognize for major divisions. The longest list is the one containing the Mexican sources. This category is also most specified. Sources written in Spanish originate from Spanish or indigenous monks occupying themselves with the evangelization and stabilization of the new conquered territories. The subject of these sources is in most of the cases a history of the conquest with some attention for the indigenous aspects or an encyclopedial expose about the indian culture. Nahuatl sources stress prehispanic history in particular, less cultural aspects. It may be obvious that the author did not have impersonal feelings in selecting his sources.

The second longest list looks to be the one containing the antique sources. But the authors of the second group, the ecclesiastical editions, are exclusively used in the *primera relación*. Other sources were rarely used in the remaining *relaciones*. We can conclude that the accent lays clearly on sources produced or present in New-Spain.

All the references to the ecclesiastical-antique sources, like Augustine, Eusebius, etc. are probably not copied directly from these sources into Chimalpahin's manuscript. First of all the *primera relación* testifies to be a totally other genre in comparison to the other seven *relaciones*. Chimalpahin writes about the creation of the world day by day following the biblical canon. The contents of his *primera* shows some remarkable ressemblances with the *Exercitio Quotidiano*, an in Nahuatl written religious essay. It is a kind of a manual for nahuatl speaking persons what to do to behave oneself as a good christian. The manual keeps the classical divisions: seven separately arranged prayers corresponding to the seven days of the week. Each time each prayer is illustrated with specific fragments taken from the Bible and corresponding with the specific day. We suspect that the *primera relación* is a kind of an
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Copy-paste document by the hand of Chimalpahin and based on some clerical or theological sermonario.

The largest category, the one containing the Mexican sources, is at the same time the less complete one. We are for sure Chimalpahin used a lot more sources than the ones which are listed. First of all we think about the indigenous sources. Because most of the sources Chimalpahin used at that time are lost forever now. Our scheme shows us that the Mexican sources are the most important ones. That's not astonishing at all if one knows that Chimalpahin was an indian and not a Hispanic. Not only is the list of Mexican sources much longer, but also the fragments of this specific list he copied are quantitatively numerous than the short fragments we have put in the category of the antique sources. Rel. I is the most important part which contains links to the facts and authors from the antique sources. The other parts are only sporadically represented in this very same category. Most of times the fragments are related to religious events, like the deluge and the creation.

On the other hand, there are still some themes which can not be identified by us. Nevertheless we pretend to claim that this scheme is a good point to start in solving some problems concerning Chimalpahin. The four main categories with their typical stereotypes can maintain every time when new related sources are applied. Three of the four categories—the biblical, the antique and the Spanish sources—might be considered as almost complete. There are still some fragments (cf. note) of which we have no idea on which source Chimalpahin has himself based on. The proportions between these three categories are rather constant. In our view, the number of sources which could be put in these three categories is minimal. The reason for this is that the number of fragments that lend itself to this is limited. The remaining fragments, which could not yet be identified might be listed into the category containing Mexican sources or are by Chimalpahin's own hand. Besides one has to take in account that most of the short fragments coming from the three above mentioned categories could be based on some foot or marginal notes found in edited or hand written documents. We suspect that this was the case for Chimalpahin's links to Ovid and Flavius Josephus.

The fourth one, the Mexican sources, is far from complete. This is the category on which a lot of unidentified fragments can be applied.

23 Cf. the corpus by Zimmermann, 1963-1965, of which the historisch-spekulative Fragmente contain only 14 pages in his total edition, which corresponds with 6 % of the Relaciones.

24 See Messiaen, 1999: 89-91.
New identified fragments strengthen the importance of this category and confirm what we already have examined and claimed here for.

Now that our scheme containing Chimalpahin's sources is critically examined, I would like to provide a solution to the following problems by use of this scheme:

1. Which source is meant by Escolastica?
2. What was the influence of Henrico Martinez's *Repertorio de los Tiempos Modernos* on the composition of Chimalpahin's work?
3. How does the *primera relación* relate to the rest of Chimalpahin's *Relaciones*?
4. Did Chimalpahin study at the Colegio de Santa Cruz and how acquainted was the author with Latin?

1. The *Escolastica*

The *Escolastica* as a source turns up two times short after each other in rel. VII. In the different textual editions the source's recognition keeps misty. Siméon recognizes the word as something unfamiliar, due to italic in which it is printed in his 1885 edition, but he doesn't clarify the source in one of his many footnotes. 25 We were unable to inform on the edition by Seler. 26 Zimmermann mentioned no information on this issue, 27 nor did Silvia Rendón. 28 The most recent edition by Rafael Tena contains a list with cited sources used by Chimalpahin in his *Relaciones*. 29 Tena had filtered the *Escolastica* as a historical source, but could not trace or relate the source to a certain author. During our investigation we were able to trace this source, if not by coincidence. 30 With *Escolastica*, the *Historia Scholastica* by Petrus Comestor 31 is meant.

---

28 Rendón, 1965
30 We had a flashback to one of our though exams some years ago.
31 Comestor was born around 1100 in Troyes in France. He established himself in 1159 in Paris and became a canon at the cathedral school of the Notre Dame. Between 1169 and 1176 he wrote a *History to be used in School*, which connects the Christian and Jewish history together. Comestor used Flavius Josephus as an important source on Jewish history. The *Historia Scholastica* describes the biblical history from the Creation till Ascension Day. His nickname 'comestor', he got for his insatiable hunger for books and knowledge.
So there are two fragments at the beginning of rel. VII, in which Chimalpahin cites literally his source, the [Historia] Scholastica. Both fragments tell us about the history of the Tower of Babel. Chimalpahin justifies the different languages in the Americas by use of this Bible tale.

\[Yh\]u[n] no ypan yn oc centetl amoxtli ymotenehua Esco[l]astica oncan stetch mohphua, yih quihohua yih quitenehua, ca ye oquinepano o netech quipannepano o moch quihuicalli, yih iuh commottiayia, ynic zan no yhuan itoloz tenehualoz, ynic tepan cahuaniz yn ienyo Nemrod, ynic molnamiqiz mochipa yn itoca, zan no yhuan oquimohuicalli in nechachamahualizti y netopaliztli, yn za ye no yuque yn oc eqquitin y yeheuitin\[32

In yet another book, called Scholastica, where it is spoken, where it is said, where it is expressed, that by uniting each other, by being together, by becoming a group, like it was seen, that at the same time Nimrod's opinion became aware and was spread between the nations that his name will always be remembered. But he was lead by pride and conceit; the other people were just like him.

The other fragment corresponds closely:

\[Auh oc no centetl amoxtli yn za no ytoca Escolastica yn oncan iuh ipan quihohua ipan onhualla centlamantli yn cenca huey ynic chicahuac, tlapalitl tlahuelliehecatl ye omohuictiquiz, oquiyauhtiquiz y yehuatl, yn oquichiuca yn oquisqueteca tlaclihuallotsectli, in motenehua Torre, yehuatl yih quichih y innepohualiz yin nechachamahualiz y oquichiuca inlaca mechtzotzi. 33

And yet another book, also called Scholastica, tells about it that there rose a big wind, which was so heavy and strong, that [this wind] blew away and destroyed this high fortification, called the tower, which had been built by the people, which was conceived by the transitoriness and the conceit of this vulgar people. There ends the history from the Sacred Book.

Chimalpahin based himself in first instance on the Sacred Book (teoamochtlahtolli). The way he uses Comestor, author of the Historia Scholastica, has to be seen as back-up information. The Scholastica was literally a classic example. The book was in the high and late middle ages a particularly common used hand book for theology students. Different translations were circulating in the popular languages.\[34

Petrus Comestor devotes a complete chapter to the history of the fa-
mous Tower of Babel. Chap. XXXVIII called, *De Turri Babylon* (About the Tower of Babel) states as following:


After Noe died, the leaders assembled together in the plain of Sennaar, and while they still feared the deluge, they consulted Nimrod. They started to build a tower reaching heaven. It was made of bricks piled up with lime and cement. Then the Lord came down, so he could see the tower. He was angry, so he punished them and said: Come and let us confuse their languages, so that none will understand the language of his fellow-man. [Flavius] Josephus said about the tower that the gods destroyed it by using enormous winds and they divided each one by his own language. This is the reason why they called this city Babel.

Chimalpahin’s and Comestor’s fragments refer to the unity of the nations, Nimrod’s conceit, the tower reaching the sky and the destruction by winds. Between the two Chimalpahin’s two fragments, the author cites besides Flavius Josephus. This Jewish author was also an important inspiration for the oeuvre of Comestor. All the references form an important argument that the so called *Escolastica* can only be the one from Comestor.

Now it is proven what we have to understand with *Escolastica*, we will investigate in how far this work was present and read in the New World. The first Spanish edition by Antonio González de Reyes dates only from 1699 on. This is not the one used by Chimalpahin. However there were circulating sixteenth century editions in the French and Latin language. The last Latin and French editions before 1620 are one from Lyon in 1542 and the one from Paris in 1545 respectively. At the Colegio de Santa Cruz in Tlatelolco there was a Latin copy of the 1534 edition. Spanish readers were of course long before 1699 acquainted with the oeuvre of Comestor. At the time of king Alfonso X in the second half of the thirteenth century a *Historia General* was written containing as an important source Comestor’s *Historia*  

---

31 Comestor, 1925: 1, 46-47.  
32 Babel means confusion.  
34 Catalogue Général, 1897-1981: art. “Pierre le Mangeur”.  
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Scholastica. Chimalpahin could have used a copy of Comestor’s book or of the Historia General. There were plenty of them. Even Portuguese copies were found at the monastery of Alcobaça.40 Even in the Low Countries a translation of Comestor’s Scholastica became famous by the work of Jacob van Maerlant’s Rimebible.41

Chimalpahin could eventually also make use of different marginals, which were written on books or on manuscripts. In old fac simile editions we still can see these sort of marginal notes. These notes do not figure at the end of the book or at the same page beneath the text, like we know nowadays. But they figure next to the line where they refer to. Most of these marginals contain information regarding relations between the author’s claim and antique or ecclesiastical authors. Chimalpahin could inform himself on the subject by reading these marginals, which correlates the history of the Tower of Babel with Flavius Josephus’s comment. In short terms, Chimalpahin could have used a source X, which was based on fragments and traditions found in the books of Petrus Comestor and Flavius Josephus. This is no big matter to us. What is important is that Chimalpahin used fragments which are part of certain text tradition containing among them Comestor’s Scholastica.

2. What was the influence of Henrico Martinez’s Repertorio de los Tiempos Modernos on the composition of Chimalpahin’s work?

Enrico Martínez42 or Heinrich Martin was born between 1550 and 1560 in the wealthy city of Hamburg. His parents went to Spain when he still was a young boy. He stayed there during his youth and devoted himself to the study of cosmography and mechanics. Honored by the title royal astronomer, he went to Mexico in 1589. The marquis of Salinas instructed him to build dikes around the city, which were to be getting the water out of the capital. From 1598 on he was a Dutch and German interpreter for the Inquisition and combined this job with editing. One of his books is the Repertorio de los tiempos modernos e historia

---

40 Comestor, 1925: I, XX-XXIII.
41 Gysselíng, Maurits (ed.) Rijmbijbel van Jacob van Maerlant. Corpus van Middelnederlandse Teksten, Reeks II, Deel III. Leiden, 1983, IX. This book contains two major parts. The first part (verses 1 till 27081) is a translation of Comestor’s school history. The second part (verses 27082 till 34859) tells us the events the Jews had to undergo from the reign of Roman emperor Caligula (37 AD) till the capturing of the Zelotic fort of Massada by the Romans (73 AD). The second part is a compilation and adaptation by van Maerlant of Rufinus of Aquileia’s (4th century AD) Latin translation of The Jewish War.
42 For more biographic data see, Maza, Francisco de la. Enrico Martinez, cosmógrafo e impresor de Nueva España. Mexico, 1945.
natural desta Nueva España, which was edited by himself in 1606 en la Emprrenta del mismo autor. A second edition, in 1948, is a reprint of the 1606 edition.

Chimalpahin cites the author by his name in rel. IV and starts to take over literal passages from the Repertorio.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chimalpahin⁴⁴</th>
<th>Translation</th>
<th>Martínez⁴⁵</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>1-Tochtlí</em> [50 n.C.] <em>Auh ce tlacatl tlamanmí anezo no-huampa, ytoca Henrico Martínez, nahualatlato yuquisasiion yn Mexico, yuh qanamachit-tia, quíl mach, oqumittato yn ompa ypan ce provincia Eu-ro-pa ytoctocan Curlant, ynnac-ehualpan yn Polonia reyesme yn tlahaque, yn ompa tlaca yn ypan omeleeneu allepel Catalonia,...</em></td>
<td>And the learned person, the distinguished geographer, Enrico Martínez, interpreter at the Inquisition at Mexico-City, said according to his wisdom that he knew a province in Europe, with they call Kurland and which is governed by the Rulers of Poland, of which the people look the same like us (Chichimecs)...</td>
<td>Lo que acerca de esto puede afirmar es haber visto y estado en una provincia de Europa llamada Curland, que está en altura de cincuenta y seis grados, longitud cuarenta y cinco, estado de los duques de ella que son vasallos de los reyes de Polonia, la cual provincia es poblada de una gente de la misma traza, color, condición y brio de los indios de esta Nueva España, excepto que son algo más corpulentos, como los Chichimecas,...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is remarkable to see that the connection of descent between the Chichimecs and the inhabitants of Kurland was the object of fruitful copying. We can find this parallel in the *Monarquía Indiana* by Juan de Torquemada,⁴⁶ also in book IV, chap. 7 of the *Origen de los indios del Nuevo Mundo* by fray Gregorio de García (ca. 1560-1627). Even Juan

---

⁴⁵ Martínez, 1948: 121 [trad. II, cap. 8].  
⁴⁶ The thesis that the indians should descend form the inhabitants of Kurland was first stated by Acosta in 1590. Unfortunately we could find no such claim in Acosta, 1987. Torquemada, 1975-1983: I, 46. & Torquemada, 1969: I, 30: *Henrico Martinez (Hombre Sabio en Astrologia, y Cosmographia) en su Repertorio, que imprimió en Lengua Vulgar Castellana: demás de lo referido, en este Paseillo pasado, ofrece, con viaje en una Provincia de Europa, llamada Curland, que está en altura, de cincuenta y seis grados, longitud cuarenta y cinco, Estado de los Duques de ella, que son Vasallos de los Reys de Polonia; la qual Provincia es poblada de una Gente, de la misma traza, color, condición, y brio de los Indios desta Nueva-España: excepto que son algo mas corpulentos, como los Chichimecas,...
de Solorzano Pereira (1575-1653/1654) writes about it in his work *De indiarum iure* and his Spanish translation *Política Indiana*.

The influence the work of Martínez exercised on the composition of Chimalpahin’s *Relaciones* was relatively a major one. The Indian author drew more than once from the *Repertorio* like the fragments regarding the geographic knowledge at that moment and some historical data regarding the history of Spain and the voyages of discovery.

As an illustration we would like to give an example. Take first of all notice to the same sequence of the events discussed by Chimalpahin and Martínez. Look at the Spanish loan words, which Chimalpahin copied literally one by one. In rel. II Chimalpahin describes the world like Martínez did. We restrict our example to Asia.47

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chimalpahin</th>
<th>Translation</th>
<th>Martínez</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>De Asia</strong></td>
<td>And the second part of the world, the land that is called Asia; it is always named by the writers of books, because major dynasties sprung out there. How many (dynasties) were in this (part of the) world is [known] by this way. There were the dynasties, governments of the so called Assyrians and Persians and Medians and it is said in this manner, in the book written by priests (Bible) that already God</td>
<td><strong>De Asia</strong> La segunda parte del mundo, llamada Asia, ha sido siempre muy nombrada de los escritores, porque en ella hubo las primeras monarquías del mundo, como fue la de los Asirios, Persas y Medos. Y así mismo es muy celebrada en la sagrada Escritura porque en ella fué por Dios creado el primer hombre; en ella nació Cristo Nuestro Redentor y padeció muerte y pasión, por salvarnos. En ella fue</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

47 As been noticed by Zimmermann, 1963-1965: II, 203.
50 Martínez, 1948: 119 [trat. ii, chap. 7].
De Asia
tlachiuhtlic in yehuatl achtli achtli
yn Adan; yhuan in ypac in teotlaco-
tltzin in yehuatzin Christo, totema-
quixtli in ypac in teotlaco-tstli in ypac
in ypac in teotlaco-teotlaco-teotlaco-
tlcacatl tlacaxoquichtli in ypac in teotlaco-
tlcacatl tlacaxoquichtli in ypac in teotlaco-
tlcacatl tlacaxoquichtli in ypac in teotlaco-
tlcacatl tlacaxoquichtli. Auh xn=cac in ypac in teotlaco-
tlcacatl tlacaxoquichtli in ypac in teotlaco-
tlcacatl tlacaxoquichtli in ypac in teotlaco-
tlcacatl tlacaxoquichtli in ypac in teotlaco-
tlcacatl tlacaxoquichtli.

Martinez

About Asia
Our Lord made there the first man, Adam, and that there the honored Christ, our redeemer, was born and that he endured burdens and pain, by which he liberated us. And that is precisely the way it is written down in the priest book. And the [book] is divided in old book of all things known (Old Testament), it is fixed, it is written down in old times and the new book (New Testament) is written about all things known. And Asia is divided like this; the first ones are the ones who live together [in the neighborhood of] Europe. There the people obey the great prince, the so called and revered sovereign monarch of the so called place of Moscow. And the second is where one bows for the great governor, the so called great khan, the emperor. His sovereignty is from the so called Tartars. And the third is there, which is called, where labor has been performed. He is the great governor of those who are been called Turks. There is situated the so called Holy Land, the land made by God and Jerusalem. And the fourth is the great sovereign, whose name is king Sophy, there in Persia. And at present the land ends there and they are having flowery wars5¹ with the land of the Turks in the neighborhood where the sun sets (West) and therefore they are continually at war to each other. And the fifth and the last in Asia is the so called Portuguese India and the vast [lands] which are called Great-China.

5¹ In the manuscript there is written conquazochnamiqui: conquisita, conquest + xochitl, flower + namiqui, to meet someone. We have translated it like Chimalpahin used the term in his experience as flowery war.
According to these circumstances Martínez’s information might be called recent. The author mentions the Safawid (Sophy) dynasty, which only governed Persia since 1602. Another interesting remark is that neither Chimalpahin nor Martínez use the word America in the passage dealing with this specific continent. They both call the continent the New World (yancui cemanahuac). In the Relaciones America as a term never appears. Nevertheless, the term was used a hundred years before for the first time, but was only used frequently from the 19th century on as a distinctive mark of the continent’s own identity.

Martínez’s Repertorio is according to us the most important source in forming Chimalpahin’s European image building and his knowledge of the early discoveries, due to the almost exclusive use of this source for these kind of subjects. Some fragments from rel. III and VIII are based on a Martínez-like source. Rel. VIII contains mainly a summary of historical facts of Mexican and American events within a limited European framework. We suspect that this information was provided by source of Mexican origin.

A second remark concerns the way in which Chimalpahin deals with this source. He translates the information as good as he can, like he was afraid that a misinterpretation of his side would lead to an incorrect world view or false historical events. We suspect that Chimalpahin’s knowledge of the ‘humanistic’ world concepts at the time were rather limited and that Martínez’s book was the most important source to get used with this concepts.

---

52 It was in 1507 that the German cosmographer Waldseemüller gave in his Cosmographia introduction... the continent the name America from Amerigo Vespucci.

53 Zimmermann, 1963-1965: 140-141, 49-20 & Mengin, 1949-1952: f. 1 15r. Fragment about the discovery of Mexico 1519. Cortés’s name is written in the classical Spanish form, i.e. Fernando in stead of Hernando (cf. Martínez, 1948: 149ev). Nevertheless we suspect that there could also be used a native source as appears from the Náhuatl sentence Oicmihiyohuilti oicmociyahuilti, ca mochantzinco ca mocpaltzin ca mopetlatzin yu otiqualmomachilti, what means: You have been tiring yourself by coming this way, you have looked for your home, your petate and your seat. Petatl and ícpalli are the radix from respectively mopetlatzin and mocpallzin. It is a typical Náhuatl expression for sovereignty and rulership. Cf. Simson, 1965: 153. Ícpalli: marque de la puissance chez les anciens chef, gouverneur, père, mère, etc.

54 Zimmermann, 1963-1965: 175-178, 21-55 & Mengin, 1949-1952: ff. 266v-272v. Fragment about the Spanish royal house. Chimalpahin must have used a source treating exclusively the reign of emperor Charles V because the source doesn’t speak about the government by Philip II. The fragment ends with a description of the transferal of Charles’s body from the monastery of San Yuste to the Escorial in Madrid (1574). At that moment Philip II was reigning almost twenty years.
3. How does the *primera relación* relate to the rest of Chimalpahin's *Relaciones*?

Rel. I forms, apart from some loose standing fragments from the other *Relaciones*, together with Rel. VIII the non-chronological-annalistic part of the *Diferentes Historias Originales*. The eighth one has an absolutely different genre than the first one. Rel. VIII stays situating itself in a historical context and is titled as followed: *La genealogía y declaración de la Descendencia y linaje e generación y Origen de sus antepasados del señor Don Domingo hernández Ayopochinzin,...* Like the title says, Chimalpahin tells in it the genealogy and origin of his grandfather, Don Domingo Hernández Ayopochiniz. It contains some judgments of values about the meaning of history and some references of the (native) sources, his grandfather consulted. He closes with a description of Spanish dynastic history since Ferdinand and Isabella till Charles V as a comparison to the native dynastic history as a legitimate claim for female succession.

The first relation with the title *Book about the [Creation] of the sky and the earth and of our first father Adam and our first mother Eve*, is an introduction on the Christian history. Man gets a place in the Creator's general historical plan. Because the *primera* has another genre than the other *relaciones*, we had a close look at the contents of the *primera*. Afterwards we will look at the text's formal aspects. Finally we will compare this text to another religious tinted text by Chimalpahin.

---

55 Cf Tena, 1998: 356: Quizá se pueda afirmar que la *primera relación* funge como prólogo o introducción de la obra completa, y la octava, como apéndice.

56 The complete title is as following: *La genealogía y declaración de la Descendencia y linaje e generación y Origen de sus antepasados del señor Don Domingo hernández Ayopochiniz, la cual descendido de la generación del Vejo Tototécatl Tómpachitl, y por otro nombre lántololoc tenoch, que es su apellido, Primer Rey que fue de Teotiananco cuicoco. Temulolóco yhuipan. Este Rey es el tronco y principio de todos los Reyes y señores e príncipes que ha abdo desta generación naturales en este nuestro pueblo de Atzpantepec en uno de los dichos dos Primeros cinco señores o principales barrios y cabezas que llama Tzauahulitan Tenanco Chicomocobahue que son llamados Estapación Atlantlaca chichamoa, chathingac, cuicococa, temulololac, yhuipencua, cacica, teoiananco. Compuesta y ordenada por Don Domingo de S. Anton Múxion chimalpahin guaculotehuacuizt, nieto de [al] señor Don domingo hernández Ayopochiniz, [f]inalmento en el dicho Prisoncjal barrio y cabeza o señorío de Tzauahulitan tenanco chichomeuahue (que es dentro el lugar de las sieue culebras) Amapurcoecan, Prójefencia de chicalo, que aunque indigno, se ocupa y tiene cuidado la iglesia y casa de el glorioso y santísimo Ftriarca de los Monges, Antonio Magno Abad, da la muy noble y gran ciudad de México tenuchtitan, [donde se etlio desde muy niño, a cuyo cargo esto de froutería por la dicha iglesia y la casa, de mas de setientos y sesenta años hasta el dia de hoy y presente año de 1620. (Zimmermann, 1963-1965: t. 145 & Mengin, 1949-1952: t. 225v.)

57 See Tena, 1998: 355-364 for a detailed overview of rel. VII.

58 As Zimmermann, 1963-1965 had not edited rel. I in his critical edition, we have used the paleographic analysis and translation by Tena, 1998: 1, 28-51 & MENGIN, 1949-1952: ff. 1r-7v. The sequence of the different folios is not regular. See Castillo, 1901: XXX-XXXIII for his critical analysis and the new constructed sequence concerning rel. I. The sequence is as following: 1r-1v-6r-6v-7r-7v-4r-4v-5r-5v-2r-2v-3r-3v.
CONTENTS OF THE PRIMERA RELACIÓN

0. Introduction and exposition of what will come.

1. First chapter: Everything starts with God/Creation.
   A. Reasons why a manuscript has to start with the Creation (citations).
      1) Plato, About the World’s Composition.
      2) Plato, Letters.
      3) Sophocles, Sentences.
      4) Sulla.
   B. Examples of those who start their writings with the Creation (auctoritates).
      1) Classical authorities.
         - Diogenes Laercius, Live of the Philosophers.
      2) Early-Christian authorities.
         - Lactantius Firmianus, Divine Institutions.
         - Eusebius of Caesarea, Ecclesiastical History.
         - Augustine, The State God.
         - Augustine, Confessions.
      3) Authorities from the Middle Ages.
         - Celius Rhodiginus, Antique Lessons.
         - Sabellicus, Commentary on the Live of the Emperors (=Ejemplos).
      4) Ancient Jewish authorities.
         - Moses, Author of the Book of Genesis.
   C. Conclusion: I also have to start with God’s history.

1b) Loose fragmenta about the Creation.

2. Second Chapter.
   A. The story of the Creation.
      1) Monday: creation of heaven and earth + theological thesis about the creation of the angels.
      2) Tuesday: the water falls.
      3) Wednesday: creation of the plants.
      4) Thursday: creation of the stars, planets, the sun and the moon (cf. Martínez & Dante, Divina Comedia).
      5) Friday: creation of the water animals (fishes and birds).
         - Augustine and Ruperto Abad, Commentary on the Book of Genesis: water animals contain:
           a) Fishes form the running water.
           b) Birds from the vapor (clouds).
      6) Saturday: creation of all the other animals and finally of man.
   B. Reason for the primateship of man.
      1) Distinction between man and the animals.
         - Physically: hands which can produce instruments and which can tend.
- Mental: soul and consciousness.
  a) God = 1 divinity = 3 persons.
   • Father.
   • Son.
   • Holy Spirit.
  b) Soul = 1 'person' = 3 'potencies' (huehuelliztli).
   • Memory (tlahnamiquilliztli).
   • Comprehension (tlamachilliztli).
   • Will (tlanequilliztli).

2) Man is free. He can save himself (↔ predestination theory).

C. Commentary on the creation of the angels: the good and the bad angels.

D. Commentary on the proportions between the heavenly bodies: eleven heavens of which are seven planets (cf. Dante, Divina Comedia).

1) First heaven: Moon (planet I).
2) Second heaven: Mercurius (planet II).
3) Third heaven: Venus (planet III).
4) Fourth heaven: Sun (planet IV).
5) Fifth heaven: Mars (planet V).
6) Sixth heaven: Jupiter (planet VI).
7) Seventh heaven: Saturnus (planet VII).
8) Eighth heaven: fixed stars.
9) Ninth heaven: crystal heaven.
10) Tenth heaven: primum mobile-mobile heaven.

In studying rel. 1 we noticed the text's compact structure. Fragment 1b is the only exception in this structure. It is something that should not be there eventually. It's a short digression on Adam and Eve, but it doesn't correspond with the previous structure. We even had the feeling Chimalpahin might have used another source or had another purpose when he started this page due to the sentence nican onpehua, here starts, here begins...

The scheme does need some explanatory notes. The first chapter is a sort of an account why the author has to start his Relaciones with the Creation. The argumentation might be divided into two parts. First he cites some awards from classical authors as his witnesses.⁵⁹ The second part contains citations of classical, early-Christian, medieval and Jewish authorities whose writings also began with God's Creation.⁶⁰ So Chimalpahin's conclusion is clear:

⁵⁹ Tena, 1998: I, 30-32 (Ynic oniquittac... till... yezonquiztza y neperehucoyotl) & Mengin, 1949-1952: ff. lv-6r.
⁶⁰ Tena, 1998: I, 32-36 (Ahu i yejuantin ym acaique tlacuilloque... till...octacatl machiyotl) & Mengin, 1949-1952: ff. 6r-6v-7r.
Auh çåno yuh nicacicaytta y nehuatl ca no nonpehuaz yhuan ytechpatzinco yn tlojtecuiyjo Dios,... 61

And in view to the fact, like this way thus, I too should begin with God our Lord:...

Chimalpahin has built up most of his argumentation in a scholastically way. This method was used in at the peak and in the late middle ages to claim a theory - in most cases a religious theory. The method was developed in the Sic et Non by Abelard (1079-1142). A theory should be defended by producing some arguments in favor (sic) and by invalidating the arguments against (non). Chimalpahin makes use of this method, but not quite convincingly. He cites some positive arguments, but is silent about arguments against his 'theory'.

The second chapter might be divided into four parts. In the first one Chimalpahin describes the chronological sequence of the Creation in six days. 62 He has mistaken himself from the official version. In the official version light and dark are created first, then heaven and earth. The third day is devoted to falling of the water and the creation of the plants. The rest of his story is in conformity with the catholic canon.

The third part contains the most elaborated story. Chimalpahin names two reasons for the primateship of man. 63 The reasons why God has created man and what task man has on earth. In the first place he sees an important difference between man and the animal in form as in mind. The formal aspect (a human can produce instruments and use them) is something he derived from the Aristotelian philosophy. 64 The mental aspect is a mixture of ideas from Augustine and from Thomas of Aquino. An almost impossible synthesis view to the fact that Augustine’s theory was strongly influenced by neo-Platonism, while Thomas of Aquino drew a great deal from the concepts from Aristotle. The concept of the Holy Trinity has been refined by Augustine, 65 while

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Augustin</th>
<th>Chimalpahin</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>God</td>
<td>Soul</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Father</td>
<td>To be</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Son</td>
<td>To know/to be acquainted with</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holy Spirit</td>
<td>To live</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

62 Tena, 1998: 1, 38-44 (Ynin tlato...tilL...yn quimochihuilliz...yn tlacatl) & Mengin, 1949-1952: ff. 4v-4v-5v-5v.
63 Tena, 1998: 1, 44-50 (Auh maço nellihui...tilL...itlatiech...yn tlacatl) & Mengin, 1949-1952: ff. 5v-5v-5v.
64 Storing, 1994: 1, 162.
65 Storing, 1994: 1, 206. The comparison of concepts between God with his three divinities and the soul with its three potencies is quite similar to that of Augustine.
concepts like potency, capacity (huellitilliztli) are clearly derived from Aristotle. A second reason for primateship is the fact that man is free to live. Man has his own destiny in his own hand, also concerning his salvation. This is an idea by the hand of Thomas of Aquino. Augustine is opposed to this theory. He exactly proclaimed a strict and severe predestination, which was weakened by the Church after his death.

The third part contains a small commentary on the creation of the angels. He had already touched the subject above in describing the creation of the first day. It is sufficient to say that he discusses the theological problem concerning the creation of the angels.

Finally the astronomical image is the subject of his writing, all be it very short. This image is a complete copy of the medieval Ptolemaic cosmology. Copernicus's new ideas from the 16th century are not a focus point. Chimalpahin has again made an appeal on the astro-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. First heaven: the moon</td>
<td>1. First heaven: the moon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Fifth heaven: Mars</td>
<td>5. Fifth heaven: Mars</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a Chimalpahin's cosmology is a reconstruction based on Martínez's. Chimalpahin mentions there are only eleven heavens including seven planets, but doesn't enumerate them!
b Dante does not count the empyreum to the class of heavens. He does this, because of the symbolic value of the number nine in his work.

67 Storing, 1994: 1, 236.
68 Tena, 1998: 1, 50. (Yhuun pican motohua...till...yn mitohua motenehua [panetas] & Mengin, 1949-1952: f 3v)
69 Tena, 1998: 1, 50. (Yhuun pican motohua...till...yn mitohua motenehua [panetas] & Mengin, 1949-1952: f 3v)
70 Tena, 1998: 1, 50. Dante does not count the empyreum to the class of heavens. He does this, because of the symbolic value of the number nine in his work.

In Dante's Divina Commedia numbers play a primordial role, because of their symbolic significance, while Martínez, an astronomer himself, completely copies the medieval geocentric system. Nevertheless there are some small differences. In Dante's Divina Commedia numbers play a primordial role, because of their symbolic significance, while Martínez, an astronomer himself, completely copies the medieval geocentric system. Nevertheless there are some small differences.
SOME INTERESTING OBSERVATIONS ON CHIMALPAHIN

nomical content of Martínez's Repertorio, but the author has limited himself to copy only the ideas and not the text.

In studying the text's formal aspects we discovered some interesting differences in comparison with the other relaciones. First of all, the lines are closer to each other than for example rel. II. The hand writing is quite similar with the other relaciones, but in the first one it is a little bit smaller. It seems like the author was writing his primera in a less possible number of folios. May be this is an explanation for the deviant writing style, but it is also possible to see it as an evolution in the author's writing style. May be it is possible that there is a significant lap of time in the redaction and writing down of the primera and the other relaciones. Finally his almost classical margins are missing and the number of interpolations is minimal. 71

Another document, which is now generally accepted as being written by Chimalpahin is the Esercizio Quotidiano. This manuscript is preserved in the Newberry Library at Chicago and counts 43 folios. The marking signs, crosses, etc were made by the writer himself, while on the small paper format no margins nor interpolations appear. The genre is in some particular lines the same as the primera. The purpose of the Esercizio is included in the title:

Comienca un Esercizio en lengua mexicana sacado del sancto Evangelio y distribuido por todos los dias de la semana contiene meditaciones devotas muy provechosas para cualquier spiano. 73 que se quiere llegar a dios.

It is a document that gives support to the (new) Christian in sustaining his (new) belief. 74 It is composed following the seven days of the week, of which each day treats a certain passage extracted from the New Testament with a clear commentary for the listener and finally ending with a prayer. This kind of manuscripts will be propagated along Mexico. The purpose was that the text was read before a small audience to support each other.

71 An example might be seen at Mengin, 1949-1952: f. 5v.
73 Read christiano.
74 Anderson; Schroeder & Ruwet, 1997: 11, 10. The Esercizio was a part of a Náhuatl doctrinal encyclopedias, which was composed by Sahagún with the purpose to help the christians persevering their belief. He has used many times passages or references from the New Testament.
CONTENTS OF THE EXERCICIO QUOTIDIANO

0. Introduction:
A. Appeal to the reader: this text is for everyone who has been baptized.
B. Promise during the baptism
   1) Belief in God
   2) Love for God
   3) To live following:
      - The ten Commandments.
      - The five Commandments of the Holy Church.
      - To resist against the seven capital sins (to live following the seven virtues).
C. Conclusion: This exercise will help you to keep your promise.

1. Monday
A. Fragment John 3, 16: God gave away his Son to the world.
B. Commentary on the fragment.
C. Appeal to the auditor:
   1) Strengthen yourself and your soul through belief
   2) Christ died at the cross for our sins.
   3) Honor the Holy Sacraments.
D. Prayer to God, the Son and the Holy Spirit.

2. Tuesday
A. Fragment Luke 2, 8-11: Appearance of the angel to the shepherds.
B. Commentary on the fragment: Christ's submissiveness (cf the shepherds)
C. Prayer to Mary.
D. Appeal to the auditor: we live in sin because of
   1) Pride \( \Leftrightarrow \) Modesty
   2) Greed \( \Leftrightarrow \) Denial of worldly matters
   3) Lust \( \Leftrightarrow \) Virginity, chastity
      \[ \text{Man} = \text{Christ} \]
E. Prayer to Joseph.

3. Wednesday
A. Fragment Math. 2, 11-12: Epiphany
B. Commentary on the fragment.
C. Prayer to the three kings.
D. Appeal to the auditor
   1) gold = God's love and charity.
   2) incense = belief in God.
   3) myrrh = repentance.

4. Thursday
B. Commentary on the fragment.
C. Prayer to Mary: pains of the mother (dolor matris).
D. Prayer to Joseph: pains of the father (dolor patris).
E. Appeal to the auditor: do what God desires from you in spite of the pain to your parents!

5. Friday
A. Fragment Math. 3, 16-17: Christ's baptism.
B. Commentary on the fragment (with the dogma of the Saint Trinity).
C. Prayer to John the Baptist.
D. Appeal to the auditor: Belief in God the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit.

6. Saturday
B. Commentary on the fragment: the institution of a new covenant between God and his chosen people.
C. Appeal to the auditor:
   1) What is God's nature? There is only one God, but there are three persons: the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit.
   2) Who are my fellow-men? Everyone is your fellow-man, treat him like you would be treated yourself
   3) What is pure love?
      - Care for the own soul:
        a) Sacraments
        b) God's word (gospel)
        c) Sermons, doctrines, etc.
      - Charity
D. Prayer to the Holy Spirit
E. Appeal to the auditor: the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit are all mighty and one.

7. Sunday
B. Commentary on the fragment: to remember the last supper in the mass through the Communion.
C. Prayer to God the Father: enlighten my spirit, so I stay free of sins.
D. Appeal to the auditor:
   1) Clarification of the consecration.
   2) Necessity to have a 'pure soul' in undergoing the Communion.
   3) Comparison of the Communion: bread and wine, body and blood.

8. Colophon

Again a remarkable ordered structure might be deducted from the text, although the train of thoughts is sometimes complicated. Also this fragment has minimal erasures. That the piece is a copy, becomes clear at folio 37v. The copyist has taken over the wrong line from the original and has erased the incorrect line. The erased text was intended for the next line. Nevertheless there are some possibilities in which Chimalpahin could have made some small adjustments. We have found

---

two examples, where the copyist has written a small explanation to a line. On folio 14r there is a description of myrrh:

...teocuítlatl in mirrhain in chichic pahtzintlí, yhuan in Encienso...\textsuperscript{76}
...gold, myrrh, a bitter salve and incense

It is as if the copyist wanted to make clear to his audience what mirrha exactly was. Another example testifies the rather deep religiosity of the copyist.

...ah in nehuapol in n\textsuperscript{20}d tlatlacohuani...\textsuperscript{77}
...and I, great sinner...

What is important next to these fragments are the great number of Spanish loan words and that all seven biblical fragments are written down in Latin. The translation of each fragment follows directly and is close to the original fragment.

We can question ourselves in how far the Exercicio quotidiano could tell us something about the composition of the primera relación. Both texts are written/copied by Chimalpahin. At what time there are written down, we have to guess. But we can be quite sure that due to the powerful contents of both texts, these were not written at the beginning of his copista career, but at a more mature moment.

Concerning the formal aspects we noticed some resemblances. Both manuscripts lack the margins, which are typical for Chimalpahin's historical accounts in the Relaciones. Both manuscripts are also written down in a neat form, although this is more clearer in one manuscript than the other. This forms one the reason that the Exercicio can be seen as a copy of a Náhuatl original.

The Exercicio's internal structure is from the one hand clear and from the other one logical. Each meditation is illustrated by a fragment and a commentary and contains a prayer for the pious auditor. Regarding rel. 1 we see some differences, although there are some reasons to claim that rel. 1 is partly created in Chimalpahin's mind. The most important reason is the fact that the story of the Creation is in conformity with the official catholic version, but Chimalpahin has, due to ignorance or due to own opinion, adjusted some days of the creation. We can't imagine that a monk would commit this kind of slovenliness. A second argument consists of what we called fragment

\textsuperscript{76} Anderson; Schroeder & Ruwet, 1997: II, 146.
\textsuperscript{77} Anderson; Schroeder & Ruwet, 1997: II, 156.
The structure does not correspond into the whole part and might be seen as something what should not be there. It does show that rel. I is compiled. A third argument is that some passages are written in the 1-form, next to the usual we-form. The Exercicio is less easy to be compared with, because of the more impersonal style in which it is written. The moralistic narrator becomes central in this text and he is not per definition the same as the author or the copyist.

It might now be obvious that the writer has based himself on Spanish sources (may be even Latin sources) for the composition of rel. I. This becomes clear when Spanish loan words occur in titles (Divinas Institutiones, Libro de la Ciudad) or as an explanation of some citations (ciudad as untranslated term for city, angelosme, etc.). If we claim that Chimalpahin has used partially his own creativity in composing rel. I, he must have used also something or someone else for the rest of the primera. At first instance Chimalpahin could have procured himself some information by the channel of education. A second argument is that he cites a large scale of authorities. Viewing Chimalpahin's appointment at an ecclesiastical institution and the proximity of some large libraries, the author had as well the motive as the occasion to draw form the works he cited. These works he cites literally with the only difference that he

78 For instance Tena, 1998: 1, 36 & Mengin, 1949-1952: f. 7r.: Au chano yu yu ciccacaylla y nehuatl ca no nempuax yhuau yechpaizmec y t'ojixiixo Dios; ... And view to the fact, like this way thou, I too should begin with God our Lord;

79 Cf. the analysis by Ricard, 1933: 353-356 of a doctrina dominicana from 1548, which was used in education. It consists of lessons about the Ten Commandments, the Holy Sacraments, the anthropogene of God, etc. See also the possibility that Chimalpahin has formed some ideas of theological dogmata and theories educated to the indians by means of self studying Ricard, 1933: 124-125: On y distingue deux parties tres nettes. D'abord, les prééres de la vie efter les veértes essentielles, que tout le monde, en principe, devait connaître, que l'on enseignait à l'église et sur quoi étaient interrogés tous les candidats aux sacrements, baptême, mariage, communion, confirmation, le signe de la croix, le Credo, le Pater Noster, l'Ave Maria et le Salve Regina, les quatorze articles de la foi - dont sept se rapportent à la divinité et sept à l'humanité de Jesus-Christ - les dix commandements de Dieu et les cinq commandements de l'Eglise, le péché véniel et le péché mortel, les sept péchés capitaux et la confession générale; celle dernière, exceptionnellement, est placée à la fin de la doctrina. La seconde partie est constituée par des vérités complémentaires, dont la connaissance n'était pas jugée indispensables à tous. Ainsi ne l'enseignait-on qu'aux enfants élevés dans les couvents. ... Cette seconde partie comprend: les vertus cardinales et théologales, les œuvres de miséricorde, les dons du Saint-Esprit, les sens, les facultés de l'âme, les ennuimis de l'âme, les bénitéudes, les corps glorieux et les devoirs des parrains.

In Mexico there was a large number of religious books. Cf. Ricard, 1933: 345-352: Essai d'inventaire en langues indigènes ou relatifs aux langues indigènes écrits par des religieux entre 1524 et 1572. See also Mathes, 1982: 45-77 who makes a reconstruction of the books which were present at the library of the colegio de Santa Cruz in Tlatelolco between 1535 and 1600. Mathes, 1982: 83 has classified 355 books according to a number of categories: Bible and commentaries: 44; law: 12; theology: 62; philosophy: 45; history/geography: 15; secular literature: 26; liturgy: 7; missals/catechisms/handbooks: 33; articles and regulations: 21; sermons and homilies: 58 and finally church scholars: 14.
stops mentioning his source with the name of the book or the author, while in the *Exercicio* the chapter is clearly mentioned. There is also a (strong) possibility that Chimalpahin used informants drawn from clerical-religious sphere. These informants will have given him rather unintended some of their ideas. One can think at the numerous sermons which were held at plazas or within churches. This could be an explanation for the not so conformist ideas for the Creation story. Finally there is also the possibility that he has taken some ideas and concepts out of religious inspired writing or out his numerous copy works. The *Exercicio* could be such an example regarding the Saint Trinity. Important is the fact that we suspect that Chimalpahin himself has rigged up the whole concept (Trinity - soul)\(^{81}\). The contents of rel. 1 consists of some contradictory ideas. Chimalpahin uses both Augustine as Thomas of Aquino in his argumentation regarding the primateship of man. It is as if some arguments and ideas haunt through the mind of the author, ideas he has heard once somewhere. The strong Aristotelian term ‘potency’ (huellitiltliztli) is used in combination with Augustine’s ‘neo-platonistic’ tinted comparison between the God’s three persons and the soul’s three forms. Also the soul’s three forms are rather liberally translated by Chimalpahin and are not to compare with the forms Augustine meant. Due to this fragment’s copy and paste character we are convinced that Chimalpahin has tried to unite several different ideas, of which he thought they corresponded to each other. If Chimalpahin

\(^{81}\) Maybe Chimalpahin has made use of the same method he describes in rel. VIII: 

\[\text{Auh yin lih yivic niztli nelttitliztli, yic xeh tepantli, oncan yic xeh cozqui onnicpoci ni huelitiltliztli, onincincicin onenicel toncil toncinelicin yic yelhuatzin omoteneuhtzingo} \text{дон Domingo Hernández Ayopochtzin. And from this book, which mentions lots of beautiful and trueful words, I drew a fragment form the huehuetlahtolli [the word of the elders de oral tradition], which fragment I compared at once and which I combined with the writing of the so called don Domingo Hernández Ayopochtzin (Zimmermann, 1963-1965: 1, 156, 36-39 & Mengin, 1949-1952: ff. 239v-240r.). See also the remark of Ricardo, 1933: 328-329 concerning the Saint Trinity: Fray Juan Bautista nous a expliqué l’origine de deux erreurs relatives au dogme de la Trinité qui, nous dit-il, sont extrêmement fréquentes chez les Indiens. La première porte sur l’unité divine, et elle est due au fait que les missionnaires ont employé en nahuatl une phrase amphitriglionique, qui peut avoir une signification orthodoxe. No ay mas de un Dios, ein qual es Padre, Hijo y Espíritu Santo, tres personas, un solo Dios, mais qui est susceptible également d’une interprétation parfaitement hétérodoxe, Dios es Padre, Hijo, y Espíritu santo, tres personas, una sola de ellas verdadero Dios. Presque tous les Indiens, affirme fr. Juan Bautista, ont pris la proposition dans ce dernier sens, et croient que le Fils est le seul Dieu. L’autre erreur porte sur la distinction des personnes. Certains missionnaires se sont exprimés en effet au sujet du Père, du Fils et du Saint-Esprit, trois en personnes, y un en essence. Mais la phrase aussi est obscure et beaucoup d’Indiens ont compris que Dios es un seule personne qui s’appelle de tres fisons diferentes. Chimalpahin has reproduced the dogma in a correct way, but he pottered when he was comparing the soul in a theological way. Tena, 1998: 1, 48 & Mengin, 1949-1952: f 3r.: \(\text{... ychica yauc uzhqui yehualti \{t\}o Dios ca za huel celzin auh ya cecettili \{t\}o Dios ca ya cecettili moquixlitzo ya cecettili ynic tlacatzitzo personas...} \text{... And so is it that God our Lord is one, but his in his being three each of the persons differ from eachother.} \)
would have copied the text, we consider the chance as good as marginal that there was such a text on hand for his *primera relación*. Secondly we consider it as almost impossible to find two such clashing concepts, one from Thomas of Aquino (Aristotelian), the other from Augustine (neo-platonic), in one text. There is however a possibility that the *primera relación* was written down after the redaction of the *segunda*.

**Conclusion**

1) Some irregularities (fragment 1bis, misinterpretations, conflicting ideas, unclear terminology) let us suspect that Chimalpahin has composed rel. 1 by himself, but has used therefore a number of sources to form his ideas (informants, books and education).
2) The particular logical structure might be explained, because rel. 1 was a neat version. The author has probably developed his ideas on rough draught.
3) Due to the powerful contents and the supposition that some kind of well-reading and theological knowledge was needed, we suspect that rel. 1 was composed during the author’s mature age.
4. Did Chimalpahin study at the Colegio de Santa Cruz and how acquainted was the author with Latin?

One of the problems scientist have when studying on Chimalpahin is related to his education. There is already a long discussion going on in the scientific arena if Chimalpahin has studied at the Colegio de Santa Cruz.

The Colegio de Santa Cruz, situated in the center of Tlatelolco, was a well known educative institution, which was headed by the Franciscan monks. The institution stood under the high protection of the first

---

82 In rel. II Chimalpahin places the theme of the Creation, the deluge and the live of Christ in a historical frame. (Zimmermann, 1963-1965: li, 147-150, 1-16 & Mengin, 1949-1952: ff. St-12v.). This is already proclaimed in rel. I (Mengin, 1949-1952: ff. In-h.). *Auh ye quin cate'pa mitos mo'enesbuez yu nub nempqy acho iaiaziin Aden yhuan yu acho iaiaziin Eva, yhuan yuq mopaathuate xo'inacheque y nohuan yu ca nochihual yu ipia mocan cahuil, yhuan yuq moniquillique yhuan yuq leyn yuq aha diil yu yuq pol[ihhuac yu ipia hipo Noe yu mitohua mo'enesbuez delucu. But afterwards it shall be said how our first father Adam and out first mother Eve lived, how they had children and how their seed spread out over the whole world in this time and how they died. And it will be said in which year the flood began, which is also called deluge, when everything died at the time of Noe. In this view this would mean that Chimalpahin had already a copy of rel. II in front of him before starting with rel. I. On the other hand if Chimalpahin had made a scheme how his *Diferentes Historias Originales* should look like, it can be interpreted as if rel. I was redacted before rel. II. Personally we agree with the first idea, especially for the mature contents of rel. I.*
vice-royalties of New Spain. The institution's purpose was to bring to the children of the Indian elite a humanistic education. The Colegio's program consisted necessarily of Latin, philosophy and theology. In the middle of the 16th century it was one of the most important culture bearers of Mexico-City, although its decline was coming soon. One of the strongest reasons was the rejection of the idea by the Mexican Council in 1555, allowing Indians to become priests. So the humanistic program has lost its most primary function. Latin, logics and philosophy disappeared from the timetable. Financially the college saw the treasury's bottom after the vice-royalties had withdrawn their support. Nevertheless, there was still enough potential albeit for a much more select group. At the beginning of the 17th century the college would

83 Torquemada, 1969: III, 113 [lib. XV, chap. 48]: ... y estos fuesen Niños de diez, a doce Años, Hijos de los Señores, ó Principales, de los Mayores Pueblos, ó Provincias de la Nueva-España, yendo aquí dos, ó tres de cada Cabecera, ó Pueblo Principal, porque todos participasen deste Beneficio.


85 The knowledge of the Indian college students is illustrated at Torquemada, 1969: III, 115 [lib. XV, chap. 48]: ... y no contendo con esto, mandóle decir el Credo: y dandole bien, arguióle el Clerigo palabra que el Indio dijo, Natus ex María Virgine, y replicole el Clerigo. Nato ex Maria Virgine. Como el Indio se afirmase en dizer Natus, y el Clerigo, que Nato, tuvo el Estudiante necesidad de probar por su Gramatica, como no tenía razón de emendarle así, y preguntable (hablando en Latin) Reverendu Pater, Nato, cuius casus est? Y como el Clerigo, no supiera tanto como esto, ni como responder, fuvo de ir aferendado y confuso... See also the large number of writers (Sahagún Olmos Valeriano, etc.) who acted as teachers at the college Torquemada, 1969: I, 607 [lib. v, chap. 10] en III, 442 [lib. XX, chap. 26].

86 Torquemada, 1969: III, 114 [lib. XV, chap. 48]: Algunos Años (que respecto de los presentes. podemos llamar tiempos Dorados) fue favorecida esta Obra, todo el tiempo que governó su Fundador Don Antonio, y despues su sucesor Don Luis de Jújasco el Primero: que siendo infomuulo, no bastava la Renta del Colegio, para sustentar tantos Colegiales, hifo deUo Relacion al Emperador (de Gloria Memoria) Y de su Mandato. les aiudava cada Año, con ducíentos Ducados de Castilla (que todos estos RJVores. se podrdn ver en el tiempo de su Gobierno) mas despues que el murió, ni ningun favor se les ha mostrado: antes por el contrario se ha sentido disfavor en algunos. que despues acá han Governado, y aun deseo de quererles quitar lo poco que tenían: y el Beneficio, que se les hace a los Indios, es aplicarlo a Españoles; porque parece tienen por mal empleado. todo el bien, que se hace a los Indios, y por tiempo perdido, el que se gusta con ellos.

87 Mathes, 1982: 34-35 & 37: Mientras que en lo general los estudios del colegio se limitaron a la enseñanza de la lectura y la escritura a los pequeños indígenas, Alonso de Molina, Bernardino de Sahagún, y después de 1578, Pedro Oro, dedicaron el centro al estudio del ruihuatl y el náhuatl, con las traducciones e informes etnohistóricos efectuados por un pequeño grupo de alumnos avanzados. A fines del siglo XVI, el Colegio Imperial de Santa Cruz, pese a sus tribulaciones, continuó la tradición franciscana de los estudios de lingüística e etnología. Juan Bautista ensayó el náhuatl a Juan de Torquemada, y siguiendo el ejemplo de Bernardino de Sahagún, Jacobo de Mendoza Tlatelolco, Alonso de Zorita y Pedro Oro, sirvieron de informantes a Hernando Alvarado Tezozómoc, Juan Bautista, Alonso de Zorio y Fernando de Alva Ixtlixóchitl, cuyas obras permanecen como clásicos de la etnología e historia mexicanas.
limit itself by procuring only elementary education for the children from Tlatelolco.

If we could prove by use of Chimalpahin’s sources that the author was acquainted with Latin, this could be a strong argument in claiming Chimalpahin had studied at the Colegio in Tlatelolco. A possible lack of Latin could also tell us something about his degree of education. Before starting with producing arguments, we would like to outline discussion about this subject in a historical perspective.

There is a large black hole between his birth in 1579 and the moment he was appointed as a donado in 1595. The only thing we know in this interlapse is the fact he entered the monastery of San Antonio Abad in 1593. It is a great mystery what the young indian did in the meantime during his stay at the capital, but there is a possibility he devoted himself to education. It is at this point that the discussion starts between the older and the younger generation of americanists. Ángel Maria Garibay Kintana claimed just like León y Gama did that Chimalpahin was a student at the so called college.

Romero Galván is not quite as sure as the gentlemen above, because nor in his Relaciones, nor in his Diario, Chimalpahin refers to the fact he was a student at this college. Chimalpahin however mentions that on Tuesday October 5, 1593 he entered the monastery of San Antonio Abad in Xolloco.

According to Schroeder Chimalpahin could not have studied at the Colegio, because he was already at the age fourteen in 1593, when he entered the church of San Antonio Abad. So there was no time enough to study at the Colegio.

90 León y Gama quoted in GLASS, 1975: 15; Garibay, 1954: 11, 229. Tezozómoc y Chimalpahin deben ser enumerados aquí, aunque en otro lugar se estudiarán un poco más. Ambos, colegiales de Tlatelolco, ...
Chimalpahin describes even in his work that in 1620 he was working for San Antonio as donado or fiscal for twenty six years already. Siméon drew already the reader's attention to the fact Chimalpahin counts inclusively, a typical native way of counting. Besides Siméon states: Il en fait ordinairement autant pour tous ses calculs. This would mean that he only was appointed donado or fiscal in 1595. Although Chimalpahin entered already San Antonio Abad, he must have occupied another function between 1593 and 1595.

Another possible contradictory is coming from fray Juan Bautista who was teaching Náhuatl at the college during no less than 30 years. In his Sermonario dating from 1606 he mentions the most important names of his students, but Chimalpahin does not appear on this list.

Nevertheless Chimalpahin would have been a good candidate to get an honorable note in the authorious book. The fact of being absent is at least a clue that if the author had studied at the Colegio, he must have left less to none impression. Or could it be that his low social status explains the absence? Was he not important enough to get a place on the list? Or were Chimalpahin's writing ambitions yet unknown to the small intellectual clique in Mexico-City?

Chimalpahin's Diferentes Historias Originales could procure us further clues in the same direction. If we could fine Latin terms or sources in his work, these sources could tell us something about Chimalpahin's linguistic knowledge and about the importance of these sources in relation to his Relaciones.

Going back to our scheme containing the sources for Chimalpahin's Relaciones we can point three groups of sources which could be written in Latin. They are the biblical sources, the antique sources and the Historia Scholastica by Petrus Comestor, which is classified under the Spanish sources.

From the last one we know that there were enough Spanish translations at the time of Chimalpahin and that there is also a strong possibility he based himself on the marginals from other works to get his information. So we have enough reasons to presume that acquaintance of Latin was not indispensable for this book.

94 Anderson; Schroeder & Ruwet, 1997: 1, 5. Schroeder, 1989: 22 describes fiscal as a native church steward and catechist, working under the supervision of a priest.
95 A sort of a lay brother.
97 Siméon, 1968: XX, note 1. A shade is necessary. Chimalpahin counts inclusively in rel. VI and VII, the ones translated by Siméon.
The works we have classified under the biblical sources were present in Mexico, but were also translated into Spanish and even Nahuatl. The Spanish monks were clever enough to understand that Christianization would be much easier if the monks would learn the native languages than if the Indians would acquaint themselves Spanish. This is for instance one of the reasons why Nahuatl and other native languages had still an important place within Mexican society before independence and still have now. The monks learned the Indian's languages and needed dictionaries like fray Alonso de Molina's to fill their desire to perfection. Apart from this there existed also manuscripts in which the highlights of the biblical history were drawn in the same pictographic writing as that in Aztec times to make clear to the native population how to understand the most necessary biblical concepts. All these sources lacked Latin knowledge for the reader or auditor. It is even so that according to Serge Gruzinski\textsuperscript{99} popular antique works knew translations into native languages to improve cultural assimilation and education.

Most of the antique sources are ecclesiastical editions - a small number are humanistic ones - which are used in rel. 1. They are cited by their Spanish title like \textit{La Ciudad de Dios, Ejemplos, De las divinas instituciones} and two times by their Latin title [\textit{De} Constitutione mundi and \textit{Lectiones}].\textsuperscript{100} However there are no Spanish of Latin citations, like in his \textit{Exercicio Quotidiano}. On the one hand he could have thought that these citations were incomprehensible for his Nahuatl readers or auditors.\textsuperscript{101} On the other hand it was an excellent opportunity to let them show how erudite he was by showing a number of Latin titles. Apart from some Latin titles there is only one Latin term in the whole of the \textit{Relaciones}. It deals with the astrological sign \textit{gemini}, which Chimalpahin mentions at the entry of his birth.

\textsuperscript{99} La culture des élites intellectuelles dans la ville de Mexico durant 1560-1630, lecture held by Serge Gruzinsky at the Catholic University of Louvain (KUL), Belgium on January 5, 1999.
\textsuperscript{101} Anderson; Schroeder & Ruwet, 1997: 11, 10 note 20.

9-Riet 1576 - ..., y huallathiuc, miercoles, y nic ye 27 mani metzli mayo, xpan netlazotaliztli motenehua: signo geminis ye chicuacemihuitia, yn lhuac otlacat omoteneuh Domingo de Sanct Anton.\textsuperscript{102}

And it was early in the morning, on Friday May 27, under the sign of twins \textit{(translated from Latin)} our mutual love, which \textit{was reigning} six days, when the so called Domingo de San Antón was born.
Chimalpahin translates the term gemini as netlazollaliztli, which Siméon on his turn translates as “amour mutuel”. The transitive verb tlazotl is the central radix, which means to love. The prefix ne- is used with reciprocal verbs meaning each other or as significance that the reciprocal verb is substantivied. Then it gets the suffix iz-tli, a second indication that it becomes a substantive verb. Literally one can translate netlazollaliztli as the loving of each other. The translation made by Siméon is functional in this sense. Remarkably the number two nowhere appears in this description, while it’s a basically the significance of gemini. On the contrary, Chimalpahin bases himself on a more visual interpretation of the astrological sign gemini than the proper significance.

His description in the Bible Society Library Papers of the same astrological sign is even unclear. There he says the following about gemini:

ypi[q][n] quicuepa yn ilhuicamatinime yn ome[n]tin pipiltzitzinti mohuatequi yuh quishohua ca yn omen tin tlacati ynic cenca motlazotla ynic ayc mixnamiqui.

Those who are ignorant, translate it as two children who embrace each other. They say it like this way, when the two children are born, they love each other some much that they never quarrel with each other.

Chimalpahin writes down what does not interfere with gemini, but he doesn’t explain precisely what the sign means. Besides this misinterpretation corresponds with Chimalpahin’s first fragment about gemini, meaning mutual love. This fragment is a textual copy which we found in Martínez’s Repertorio.

El tercer signo llamado Géminis figuraron los poetas por dos niños abrazados, diciendo ser dos hermanos tan amados entre sí que nunca tuvieron contienda...

The same visual interpretation might be seen when Chimalpahin describes the sign Sagittarius “ypañ quicuepa centauro tlacamatl” (one translates it as centaur or human deer). Chimalpahin again has made an appeal to Martínez. He doesn’t put a good face on the matter.
Nowhere we found the expression niquicuepa (I translate it), but quicuepa (one/he translates it).

Ground on our own experiences regarding Chimalpahín’s Relaciones there are few arguments that are in favor for his Latin knowledge. He was acquainted with it, due to the fact he cited some titles. The only important motive for the conscious lack of Latin would be that his public was not used to understand Latin.

The Exercicio on the contrary, explodes with Latin texts. Each of the seven fragments is cited in a Latin form and is afterwards translated. We do know that this manuscript is copied by Chimalpahín. If Chimalpahín was not acquainted with Latin, we might expect to find some writing mistakes in the manuscript. Apart from some small changes between e and a and i and y, the text was copied correctly. This should mean Chimalpahín was at least acquainted with this foreign language, but more than that we don’t suspect. The author spent more than twenty years in the monastery of San Antonio Abad. By this way of living he was constantly in contact with the church’s language and had all the time of the world to acquaint himself with it. We cannot exclude for 100% that he could have studied at the Santa Cruz college, but it is obvious now that if he studied there, it was of little influence on his future writings. It seems that Chimalpahín had learned the most of his knowledge during his stay in San Antonio, where he experienced a lot as a copista and by copying the works and books from illustrious predecessors. May be it were the copies that became his principal teachers.

any form of astrology or the spreading of it. In 1616 the Inquisition had proclaimed a decree forbidding any form of astrology. The punishment could be total excommunication. The Inquisition argued as following: No hay ningún arte o ciencia humana capaz de manifestar las cosas venideras cuando dependen de la voluntad del hombre, porque esto ha sido reservado por Dios Nuestro Señor a Sí Mismo, con Su Sabiduría Eterna (Leonard, 1976: 136). The relation between the inquisitorial decree and Chimalpahín’s astrological knowledge would lead to two suppositions. First of all it could point out, if Chimalpahín was acquainted with the degree and he followed it, he would have written rel. VII before 1616, date of the emission of the decree. Secondly, if Chímalpahin was not aware of it or ignored the decree, the Inquisition was not as authoritarian and powerful as it was in Spain. We agree with what was already suspected by Anderson, Schroeder & Ruwel, 1997: II, 9.

109We agree with the opinion of Romero Galván, 1985: 18: Lo cierto es, habiendo sido o no alumno del Colegio de Santa Cruz de Tlatelolco, fue en la capital de la Nueva España donde consolidó su formación....
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